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EMAIL RANTS OF A NAZI THAT WAS LIVING WITH COBB AT ONE TIME
Written By Gregory Bruce - Editor Grant County ND News Dot Com
August 30, 2015

Did you know?
that Cobb and Dutton, enlisted Veterans, were going to confront visitors with arms for
parking in their vehicles on the street?
that they were talked into taking pictures on borrowed camertas instead?
that that film is for the Russian Embassy in Berlin?
that the NSM ripped me off of some $500 in property and services, broke their promise
of sanctuary, and then made false statements to the County Deputies?
that Deborah went to the basement to obtain antifreeze to put on food and then
poisoned the neighbors wandering pets?
that the children were kept in the living room watching the Walking Dead and Horror
movies and were sued as human shields?
that Dutton has never divorced his wife and mother of those children?
that Deborah abused the youngest of her children by deprivation of fluids because she
wet the bed?
did you know that the Pit Bulls were to be locked up in the earthen basement for
security and to be used as untrained guard dogs to attack strangers?
that the flags were put on pipes sticking out some 12 inches and a danger to all?
that the flags, BMW, large SUV, and compact car were all parked illegally or on city right
of way?
that the older children and Deborah were in fact crapping in the kitchen when they had
assured the public that they used the overflowing outhouse?
that the children are suffering from cult programming?
that Henderson failed to secure the kitchen doorway when the children crapped in the
kitchen or child neglect and abuse?
that my US identity is a fake?
that Dutton confessed to the murder of a wounded unarmed Iraqi approaching the
position?
that Dutton is faking symptoms and received a higher VA rating based on a
grandfather's service in the CID? That he had no vehicle so that he could avoid DUI's
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while setting up others for the same? that Dutton shoved a shotgun into my hands to
implicate me?
that the neighbor's cameras recorded the attackers vehicle? that Cobb was not present
during the attack? that I was sleeping in the vehicle as directed to provide security or a
sacrifice. That i was forced to confront a knife armed assailant and drive him and his
probably gun armed female accomplice? Gee, thanks!
that McNeal was armed with a pistol and allowed the children access? That he also
appears to be a Numie/Numidian or Negro? that he at her direction attempted to force
me away from my own vehicle in order to further steal property?
that in the Borgman identity the enlisted Veterans were in fact committing a hate crime
against a permanent Presidential Appointed Officer with the title of Captain/Hauptmann
O-3. (Am I acting as a Presidential and Chancellor Agent?)
that there is a connection between Kurt Lyons, Black Mountain, NC, Eric Rudolph,
Leutnant Andreas Strassmeir, and my selves!
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